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A go-to authoritative supply for everything money. Exactly what is a United States Dollar? What is
the future of cash? In this book you will learn the history of silver and gold through the birth of

our country, and you will understand that our dollar has become a complete and total fraud that
may morph into a terrible evil in the not really too distant future. Our ship is usually sinking,

however the good news is usually that after we swim to shore, there can be something incredibly
simple that we may use to build a straight better ship. Could it be silver? Could it be gold? Is it

Bitcoin? Terms this blunt are necessary to get you considering honest money in an era of
plentiful distractions and brief attention spans. This book pulls no punches. Read on to find all

the answers you are looking for, not just in this book, but also in lifestyle. Paying no mind isn't an
option, and though we reside in real as well digital worlds, there are no do-overs and there is no
undo switch. The Dollar is lifeless, the United States is definitely failing, and our own survival is at

stake.
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Now that was a mouthful!! I liked it!! And it had been free! I would rate this 100 superstars easily
could.! This relentless little book will drive it's message through even the thickest of skulls.
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